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Assignment 5 Valeria Fionda, Mouna Kacimi,
Werner Nutt, Simon Razniewski

Sorting with Lists and a Mystery

Instructions: Your assignment should represent your own effort. However, you
are not expected to work alone. It is fine to discuss the exercises and try to find
solutions together, but each student shall write down and submit his/her solutions
separately. It is good academic standard to acknowledge collaborators, so if you
worked together with other students, please list their names.
Be prepared to present your solution at the lab. If you are not able to explain your
solution, this will be considered as if you had not done your work at all.
You can write up your answers by hand (provided your handwriting is legible) or
use a word processing system like Latex or Word. Experience shows that Word is
in general difficult to use for this kind of task.
For a programming task, your solution must contain (i) an explanation of your
solution to the problem, (ii) the Java code, in a form that we can run it, (iii) in-
structions how to run it. Also put the source code into your solution document. For
all programming tasks, it is not allowed to use any external libraries (“import”)
or advanced built-in API functions (for example, String.indexof("a") or
String.substring(1,5)), if not stated otherwise.
Please, include name, matriculation number and email address in your submis-
sion.

1. Sorting with Lists

To compare several algorithms for sorting integers, you are asked to

1. develop a list-based version of Insertion Sort and of Quicksort and to docu-
ment them using pseudo-code (for each algorithm, use the list version that
is most appropriate);

2. implement the two algorithms in Java;

3. compare the two list-based sorting algorithms, that is, find out which algo-
rithm is faster for which input size;

4. for Insertion Sort, compare in addition the version over lists wit the one over
arrays.



Instructions: When working on the exercise, please take into account the follow-
ing instructions.

• For each algorithm, choose the list version that is most appropriate (linked
list, linked list with head and tail, doubly linked list, etc.) and explain your
choice.

• For the running time experiments, generate random inputs of varying size.
To obtain a realistic picture, generate several inputs for each input size and
measure how long the algorithm runs on them. Gradually increase the num-
ber of integers contained in the lists (the array and the list, resp.) until the
trend is clear and does not change anymore.

• For each comparison, make sure you measure the running time for the same
input. When comparing the two list-based algorithms, first generate the
input sequence, for instance in the form of an array, then create the input list
for Insertion Sort and the one for Quicksort, and finally run each algorithm
over its input. Proceed in an analogous way when comparing the array-
based and the list-based version of Insertion Sort.

• State your observations and discuss possible reasons for them.

Hint: Consider increasing the memory size if needed, using virtual machine op-
tion -XX:AggressiveHeap.

(20 Points)

2. A Mystery

Consider the following procedure that takes as input an array and two indices.

1: procedure MYSTERY(A, l, r)
2: range := r − l + 1
3: subrange := d2 · range/3e
4: if range = 2 and A[l] > A[r] then
5: swap A[l] ↔ A[r]
6: else if range ≥ 3 then
7: MYSTERY(A, l, l + subrange − 1)
8: MYSTERY(A, r − (subrange − 1), r)
9: MYSTERY(A, l, l + subrange − 1)

10: end if
11: end procedure



Note that division in line 3 is division of real numbers and recall that the ceiling
function dxe returns the least integer that is greater or equal to x.

1. What effect does the call MYSTERY(A, 1, A.length) have on an array A?
Give a proof for your claim.
Hint: Since MYSTERY is a recursive procedure, your proof should use in-
duction.

2. What is the asymptotic running time of MYSTERY? Provide an argument
for your answer.

Submission: Tue, 24 April 2012, 8:30 am. Preferrably by email.

If you want to submit a hand-written solution, hand it over to your lab tutor or in
the lecture. However, all code has to be submitted in electronic form.


